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As the key tache of Management Buy-outs, financing decided whether the whole 
course of mergence project would go on wheels; whether the corporate governance 
structure of the object company would be optimized and whether its financial affairs 
would be well-balanced after it was annexed. Meanwhile financing also decided 
whether the moral hazard of the managements would appear; whether the interests of 
the stakeholders such as the object company, the shareholders, and the creditors would 
be encroached. To some extent, financing would also influence the economic 
development of the whole nation. However,in China, many long-standing limitations 
harassed the practice of MBO Financing,such as the unicity of financing means、the 
distemperedness of financial structure and lots of legal restrictions.This paper, divided 
into five parts, mainly studied on the legal problems in MBO Financing of the list 
companies in China. 
In the first part of this dissertation, the background of Management Buy-outs 
including its definition and the characteristics was introduced. Meanwhile the research 
category of this papar was explored and the necessity of this paper were demonstrated 
as well. 
In the second part of this dissertation, the basic leagel relationships in MBO 
Financing were introduced systemically along with the introduction of financing tools, 
which laid a foundation to the retral research of this paper. 
In the third part of this dissertation, by means of analysing a serise of typical 
cases taken place in the Capital Market of China, the Status Quo of the MBO 
Financing in China were summarized and the related risks existed in it were explored. 
In the forth part of this dissertation, the deep-seated strutural faultinesses existing 
in the process of MBO Financing were investigated not noly from the macroscopical 
point of view which related financial mechanism but also from microcosmic point of 
view which related the correlative statutes. At the same time, some related 
consummate suggestions were put forward. 
In the fifth part of this dissertation, based on the actuality of the Captial Market 
and the circumstance of legal system in China, the feasible financing schemes of 
Management Buy-outs including financing by the way of Trust, Fund and Limited 














In China, there are few research achievements on MBO Financing especially 
form the legal point of view. Meanwhile, the background of Capital Market was 
changed totally after the Reformation of Non-tradable Shares implementing 
triumphantly. The Jural Circumstance was optimized along with a series of new 
legislations being enacted, such as The Company Law, The Security Law and The 
Property Law, all of which composed the research background of this paper. For the 
purpose of benefiting to the perfection of the related legislations and the theoretical 
researches, providding guidances for the practical operation, this dissertation studied 
on a series of problems linked closedly, such as the related basic theories, the status 
quo of MBO Financing in China, the deep-seated strutural problems and its 
reformation and the feasible financing schemes of MBO suitable for the practical 
situation in China.All of which were the characteristics of this dissertation. 
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1、MBO      Management Buy-out(s)            管理层收购 
2、LP        Limited Partner                   有限合伙人 
3、GP        General Partner                   普通合伙人 
 
 
案例表 Table of Cases① 
1、“G 华泰”  管理层收购操作 
2、“剑南春”  管理层收购操作 
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② “the people who are in charge of a firm, industry, etc., considered as one body”.朗文现代英汉双解词典[M].
北京：现代出版社,1998.845-846. 





















中国证券业监督管理委员会（下文简称证监会）于 2006 年 5 月通过的《上
市公司收购管理办法》（下文简称《收购办法》（2006））第一次以正式法律文件
的形式对管理层收购进行了明确的界定，从该办法 51 条规定可知： 
首先，我国现行对管理层收购的立法只限于“上市公司”。同时根据笔者通
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